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Abstract: This study reports the microstructure and surface properties of P20 steel processed by
laser surface engineering (involving surface hardening and melting), which are carried out using a
fiber laser with the maximum power of 2 kW. Ultrafine martensite laths with high boundary density
are formed both in the laser surface hardened layer and in the melted layer. This dramatically
improves the surface hardness of the P20 steel. However, the laser surface melted layer exhibits a
relatively lower hardness than the laser surface hardened layer. It can be attributed to the remarkable
autotempering effect and the vaporization of alloy elements in the melted layer. The wear resistance
and thermal cracking resistance of the samples treated by laser surface engineering show a significant
improvement compared with the as received material. The surface hardened layer exhibits superior
wear and thermal cracking resistance due to its relatively high surface hardness and plastic defor-
mation resistance, which can effectively suppress the formation of cracks during wear and thermal
cracking tests.
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1. Introduction

As a medium carbon low alloy tool steel, P20 is widely used in the fabrication of
plastic injection molds [1]. It provides excellent polishing performance and toughness
for these molds in its service temperature range of 200–250 ◦C. However, the hardness
of this steel is not high enough in certain circumstances [2]. As a result, wear failure and
thermal fatigue damage often occur during service process, thus shortening the service
life of the molds. Therefore, excellent resistance to wear and thermal cracking is expected
for the P20 plastic injection molds to prolong their service life. As well known, both wear
and thermal cracking are closely associated with surface characteristics, such as surface
microstructure, hardness profile, plastic deformation resistance, surface residual stress
and topography [3–6]. Generally, smooth surfaces with residual compressive stress can
effectively delay the occurrence of wear and the formation of thermal cracks [3,4]. In steels,
martensite with high hardness and plastic deformation resistance is regarded as a desired
microstructure to resist the formation of cracks caused by plastic deformation under the
cyclic loading during wear and thermal process [5,6]. Hence, surface treatment is often
performed on the steel components to obtain martensite for the enhanced wear and thermal
cracking resistance.

As a surface modification method, laser surface engineering (LSE) is widely used in
industrial manufacturing due to its high efficiency in improving surface properties, such as
hardness, wear resistance and fatigue resistance [7,8]. Plenty of applications of LSE have
been reported in the past decades. The purposes of these applications can be summarized
into the following three aspects: improving wear resistance [9–11], improving corrosion
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resistance [12–15] and improving fatigue resistance [16]. The process parameters of LSE,
such as laser power and scanning speed, play a decisive role in determining the surface
properties. Laser scanning speed directly determines the heat input of the surface material.
Therefore, the surface layers processed by LSE with different scanning speed undergo
different cycles of heating and cooling, which significantly influences the surface properties
of the treated material. It is known that the scanning speed will influence the microstructure
stability and hardness profile of the laser-modified layer [17–19]. Colaco et al. [17] indicated
that a low scanning speed could reduce the content of austenite retained in the laser surface
melted layer. Ameri et al. [18] demonstrated that a high heat input at a low scanning speed
resulted in a high surface hardness. Apparently, LSE must be controlled and implemented
at an appropriate scanning speed to provide the best microstructure and properties for
surface material.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate the influence of LSE treatment with
different scanning speeds on the microstructure and surface properties of P20 steel. LSE
is performed at a laser power of 1300 W with different scanning speed to induce surface
melting or hardening. The surface melted layer and hardened layer are compared with
the as received (AR) material in respect of microstructure, hardness, wear and thermal
cracking resistance. Then, the mechanism of surface properties improvement caused by
LSE is clarified.

2. Materials and Methods

A commercial P20 steel pre-hardened to average hardness of 350 ± 15 HV is received
as the initial material. Its chemical composition shown in Table 1 is obtained using an
optical emission spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific ARL 4460, Waltham, MA, USA).
Plate-like samples (11 mm × 45 mm × 80 mm) are machined from the AR material for
LSE treatment. The surfaces of these samples are prepared by grinding and washing with
acetone to ensure consistency in absorption of laser energy. A fiber laser with maximum
power of 2 kW, wavelength of 1060 nm and flat top energy distribution of 10 mm × 1 mm is
used to execute LSE treatment. Pure argon serves as the shielding gas to protect the sample
surface from oxidation during laser process.

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt.%) of the P20 steel in different states.

Steel State C Si Mn Cr Mo V Al Fe

AR 0.39 0.25 1.51 1.98 0.22 0.013 0.025 Bal.
LSM-2 mm/s 0.39 0.03 0.76 1.66 0.22 0.006 <0.005 Bal.
LSH-4 mm/s 0.39 0.22 1.41 1.77 0.21 0.012 0.020 Bal.

The LSE are carried out at different laser powers (1100 W, 1300 W and 1500 W) with
different scanning speeds (0.5~9 mm/s). Surface hardness and depth of the laser modified
layers are summarized in Figure 1. It can be seen that 1300 W (65% of the maximum
laser power) is an appropriate laser power for investigating the influences of laser surface
melting (LSM) and laser surface hardening (LSH) due to the suitable surface hardness and
depth of the modified layers formed at this power with scanning speed from 0.5 to 5 mm/s.
Cross sectional observations of the samples laser surface treated at 1300 W are conducted
on an optical microscopy (OM, ZEISS AXIO Observer A1m), and the results are shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen that the depth of the laser-modified layer increases with decreasing
scanning speed. Surface melted layers are observed in Figure 2a–c, indicating that low
scanning speed (≤2 mm/s) leads to the occurrence of surface melting. In Figure 2d–f,
only the hardened layers are observed, indicating that surface melting is avoided with
a high scanning speed (≥3 mm/s). Therefore, LSE treatments at 1300 W with scanning
speed lower than 2 mm/s and higher than 3 mm/s are named as LSM treatment and LSH
treatment, respectively, in the present work. The microstructures and surface properties of
the representative samples with scanning speed of 2 mm/s and 4 mm/s are characterized
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in detail to analyze the effect of LSM and LSH treatment. After LSE treatment, the chemical
composition of the surface layers of the LSM-2 mm/s and LSH-4 mm/s samples are
measured using the optical emission spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific ARL 4460)
again, and the results are also listed in Table 1.
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Cross-sectional microstructures of surface melted layer and hardened layer are exam-
ined using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, TSCAN LYRA3) equipped with electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) fast acquisition system (Oxford Instruments NordlysMax3).
EBSD measurements are operated at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, a working distance
of 9 mm and a step size of 0.2 µm. Afterwards, the commercial CHANNEL 5 software
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provided by HKL Technology is used to process the EBSD data. The EBSD specimens are
prepared using a nano chemical mechanical polisher (Buehler EcoMet 250, Lake Bluff, IL,
USA). The preparation process is as follows: conventional mechanical grinding, mechani-
cal polishing and chemical polishing using 50 nm colloidal silica particles. Transmission
electron imaging with the scanning electron microscope (TSEM, TESCAN LYRA3, Brno,
Czech Republic) [20] is also employed to characterize the microstructures formed in the
top surface melted layer and hardened layer. A relatively high acceleration voltage of
30 kV is adopted to enable the electron beam to penetrate the thin-foil specimens, which are
prepared via mechanical grinding and twinjet electropolishing. These specimens are firstly
mechanically grinded to a thickness of 80 µm, and then electropolished to perforation
on a twinjet electropolishing device (Buehler TenuPol5, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) using 10%
perchloric acid aqueous solution at a temperature of −25 ◦C and voltage of 35 V. In addition,
phase constitution of the samples is measured using an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku
Ultima IV, Tokyo, Japan) with CuKα radiation, operating at 40 mA and 40 kV with the 2θ
scan ranging from 30◦ to 90◦ at a speed of 2◦/min and step size of 0.02◦.

Microhardness measurements are performed on the cross section of samples with
applied load of 200 mN using a micro hardness tester (Fischerscope HM2000). Then, the
cross-sectional hardness profiles are obtained. Ball-on-disc wear tests are carried out to
determine the wear behavior of the samples. GCr15 steel balls (diameter = 5 mm) with
hardness of 63–65 HRC serve as the counter body. The ball contacts with the sample
surface under a normal load of 100 N and rotates anti-clockwise at a speed of 300 rpm.
During the wear process, the weight loss of the samples in a 10 min interval are measured
using an electronic microbalance. The wear resistance of the samples is evaluated by the
average wear weight loss of its three wear discs. Morphological observations are conducted
on the worn surfaces using a TSCAN LYRA3 SEM operating at 20 kV. Meanwhile, the
cross-sectional microstructures under the worn surface are examined using EBSD analysis.

Thermal cracking tests are conducted on a homemade thermal fatigue device. The
structure of the device and geometry of the specimen can be seen in the literature [21]. In
order to accelerate the growth of thermal cracks, the heating temperature of the samples is
adopted to 500 ◦C, which is much higher than the service temperature of P20 steel. As a
thermal cycling treatment, the surface layers are induction heated from room temperature to
500 ◦C within 7 s at atmospheric environment, and then water cooled to room temperature
within 3 s. After 200 to 600 thermal cycles, the specimens are slightly polished for 2 min
to remove the oxide layer for the observation of thermal cracks. Additionally, the cross-
sectional morphologies of thermal cracks after 600 thermal cycles are also examined using
EBSD analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characteristics of the Laser-Modified Layer

The microstructures in the surface layer play an important role in the surface perfor-
mance of the materials. Therefore, microstructure characterizations are mainly focused on
the surface layers of the LSE processed samples. The microstructures in the surface melted
layer of LSM-2 mm/s sample and in the surface hardened layer of LSH-4 mm/s sample
are compared with the initial microstructure of the AR sample, as shown in Figure 3a–c.
As seen, the martensite formed in the laser-modified layer is much finer than the initial
microstructure. This point is further confirmed by the statistical results of boundary den-
sity, which is plotted as the number of boundaries per unit area versus misorientation
angle, as shown in Figure 3d–f. The number of boundaries with low misorientation angle
(2–15◦) and high misorientation angle (>50◦) are greatly increased in LSM-2 mm/s and
LSH-4 mm/s samples, indicating the refinement of microstructure caused by LSE treatment.
As well known, the increasing boundary density can greatly improve the strength and
hardness, which has a positive effect on the wear and thermal cracking resistance of the
materials [22,23]. Therefore, the wear and thermal cracking resistance of the surface layer
are expected to be significantly improved by LSE treatment.
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The microstructures are further observed in detail by TSEM in order to obtain their
structural information at high magnification. As shown in Figure 4a,b, lath-type martensite
is observed both in the melted layer of LSM-2 mm/s sample and in the hardened layer of
LSH-4 mm/s sample. In the XRD patterns embedded in Figure 4, all diffraction peaks corre-
spond to α-Fe. Residual austenite is not detected by XRD analysis and TESM microstructure
observation in these two types of samples. In the melted layer of LSM-2 mm/s sample, a
certain amount of acicular carbides are precipitated in the martensite laths, as highlighted
in Figure 4a. Nevertheless, the precipitation of carbides are not found in the hardened layer
of LSH-4 mm/s sample in Figure 4b. The remarkable auto tempering effect can account for
the precipitation of carbides in LSM-2 mm/s sample. Long irradiation time of laser beam
on the sample surface caused by low scanning speed increases heat input to the sample
surface [24]. The increase of heat input not only leads to the melting of the surface material,
but also increases the time required for the modified layer to cool to room temperature.
Hence, the autotempering effect is more pronounced at low scanning speed [25], giving
rise to the precipitation of carbides in the melted layer of LSM-2 mm/s sample.
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Figure 5 shows the cross-sectional hardness profiles of AR and LSE processed sam-
ples. Case depths of 1530 µm and 1034 µm are detected for LSM-2 mm/s sample and
LSH-4 mm/s sample, respectively. These values are consistent with the results obtained by
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cross sectional macrostructure observation in Figure 2. For LSM-2 mm/s and LSH-4 mm/s
samples, the average hardness of the laser-modified layer is found to be 607 HV and 655 HV,
respectively, which is 73% and 87% higher than that of the P20 substrate. The great im-
provement in hardness is mainly attributed to the solid-solution strengthening effect caused
by carbon and alloy elements and the Hall–Petch strengthening effect of microstructure
refinement, which originate from the generation of martensite in these modified layer.
Although the LSM-2 mm/s sample exhibits a deeper modified layer, the average hardness
of its modified layer is lower than that of the LSH-4 mm/s sample. It seems that low
scanning speed results in a decreased surface hardness in the present work. As previously
mentioned, low scanning speed increases heat input to the sample surface and induces a
pronounced autotempering effect. This can be regarded as the main reason for the relatively
low hardness of the modified layer in LSM-2 mm/s sample. Besides, the contents of alloy
elements (Si, Mn, Cr, V and Al) in the surface melted layer of LSM-2 mm/s sample are
obviously lower in comparison with the surface layer of LSH-4 mm/s sample and the AR
material, as shown in Table 1. It can be inferred that vaporization of these alloy elements
occurs during the melting of surface material. The reduction of alloy element content in
the surface melted layer of LSM-2 mm/s sample is another reason for its relatively low
hardness compared with LSH-4 mm/s sample.
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The mechanical behavior of the P20 substrate and laser-modified layers are estimated
by the load-displacement (F-h) curves, which are recorded during indentation hardness
tests. F is the load applied during the test, while h is the depth of the indenter penetrated
into the sample surface. As marked on the curve of P20 substrate in Figure 6, the load-
displacement curve includes three segments: loading (a-b), holding (b-c) and unloading
(c-d). The relationship between load F and indenter displacement h during the loading
segment can be described as F = C × h2, where C is the loading curvature. According to the
literature [26], a high value of C represents the excellent resistance of the material to inden-
tation. The values of C determined by data fitting are 97.26, 163.44 and 169.71 mN/µm2

respectively for P20 substrate, surface melted layer of LSM-2 mm/s sample and surface
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hardened layer of LSH-4 mm/s sample. It can be deduced that the indentation resistance
increases in the order of AR sample, LSM-2 mm/s sample and LSH-4 mm/s sample. In
addition, some researchers [27] have proposed that the plastic deformation resistance of
materials can be evaluated by plasticity factor ηP, which is equal to the ratio of plastic de-
formation work WP to the total deformation work Wt. Wt is the sum of plastic deformation
work WP and elastic deformation work We, as shown in Figure 6. A small plasticity factor
ηP indicates great resistance to plastic deformation. The value of ηP for the P20 substrate,
top surface layers of LSM-2 mm/s sample and LSH-4 mm/s sample is 0.85, 0.76 and 0.74,
respectively. It is evident that LSM-2 mm/s and LSH-4 mm/s samples exhibit superior
plastic deformation resistance compared with AR sample.
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3.2. Evaluation of Wear Resistance

The weight loss curves of AR, LSM-2 mm/s and LSH-4 mm/s samples are shown
in Figure 7. The weight loss after a sliding distance of 1400 m is 38.4 mg for AR sample,
whereas this value decreases to 18.8 mg and 9.4 mg for the LSM-2 mm/s sample and
LSH-4 mm/s sample, respectively. High weight loss of AR sample manifests the poor wear
resistance due to its low surface hardness. Compared with the AR sample, LSH-4 mm/s
sample exhibits about 75.5% reduction in weight loss, indicating a significant improvement
in wear resistance. LSM treatment with scanning speed of 2 mm/s also improves the wear
resistance to some extent. However, the weight loss of LSM-2 mm/s sample is slightly
higher than that of the LSH-4 mm/s sample. It can be inferred that the wear resistance of the
samples increases in the order of AR sample, LSM-2 mm/s sample, LSH-4 mm/s sample.
This is in accordance with the surface hardness of these samples. High surface hardness
is recognized as a favorable factor for the material to resist the wear and tear [28,29]. The
formation of martensite with high hardness in the surface layer endows P20 steel with
excellent wear resistance.
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As noted in connection with Figure 7, the weight loss of these samples exhibits different
trends with the increasing sliding distance. The weight loss of AR sample increases linearly
with sliding distance. By contrast, the weight loss curves of LSM-2 mm/s and LSH-4 mm/s
samples can be segmented into two stages. The initial stage (sliding distance ≤ 470 m)
with a high wear rate is in the fretting wear stage [30]. Then, steady-state wear stage with
decreased wear rate is reached when the sliding distance exceeds 470 m. The wear behavior
is closely related to the wear mechanism. Therefore, the worn surfaces are observed in
detail by scanning electron microscope in order to determine the wear mechanism that
occurred in these samples. The representative worn morphologies are demonstrated in
Figure 8. For AR specimens, plenty of debris are found with cracks and flakes on its worn
surface, as exhibited in Figure 8a. The development of surface cracks is generally concerned
with the accumulation of plastic deformation in surface material [31]. Hence, it can be
inferred that the surface material experiences severe plastic deformation under the cyclic
load. These cracks gradually grow up during repeated plastic deformation, thus leading
to the detachment of surface material and resulting in a serious material loss. Large pits
are developed on the worn surface resulting from the successive shedding of flakes. In the
following sliding process, the crushed flakes acting as wear particles give rise to abrasive
wear. Based on the above analysis, it can be deduced that successive shedding of flakes
induced by surface cracks propagation accompanying with abrasive wear are the main
wear mechanism for AR specimen.

LSM-2 mm/s sample and LSH-4 mm/s sample exhibit a smooth worn surface. Cracks
and large flakes caused by surface plastic deformation are not observed on their worn
surfaces. The wear debris and grooves in Figure 8b,c demonstrate that abrasive wear
and adhesive wear are the main wear mechanism for the LSE processed samples. These
characteristics of the worn surface indicate reduced wear damage and improved wear
resistance both in LSM-2 mm/s sample and in LSH-4 mm/s sample. However, the weight
loss curves in Figure 7 demonstrate that LSH-4 mm/s sample possesses higher wear
resistance than the LSM-2 mm/s sample. This point is confirmed by the relatively shallow
abrasion grooves on the worn surface of LSH-4 mm/s sample, as shown in Figure 8c.
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It is well known that surface hardness plays an important role in determining the wear
resistance of materials. Therefore, the superior wear resistance of LSH-4 mm/s sample is
attributed to its highest surface hardness.
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To observe the evolution of surface microstructure in the process of wear experiment,
a cross sectional observation is performed on the mid region of wear trace using EBSD
measurement. As shown in Figure 9a, a wear induced refinement layer with a thickness of
about 50 µm is formed on the surface of AR sample. By contrast, relatively thin refinement
layers are presented in Figure 9b,c for the LSE samples. The formation of the refinement
layer is generally related to the plastic deformation induced by the cyclic loading [32–34].
According to the results implied in Figure 6, the laser-modified layers with high hardness
martensite have excellent plastic deformation resistance, whereas the P20 substrate exhibits
an inferior deformation resistance. Therefore, a deeper refinement layer is found on the
cross section of AR sample. The severe plastic deformation of surface material results in the
formation of cracks and the shedding of flakes [35]. Then, a new plastic deformation layer
will gradually generate in the subsequent wear process and fall off from the worn surface
again. Consequently, a linear increase of weight loss with sliding distance is recorded for
the AR sample. By contrast, the martensite with high hardness in the laser-modified layer
effectively prevents the occurrence of plastic deformation. Therefore, a steady-state wear
stage with decreased wear rate is reached after a sliding distance of 470 m.
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Figure 9. Inverse pole figures showing the microstructure evolution under the wear scar in the AR
sample (a), LSM-2 mm/s sample (b) and LSH-4 mm/s sample (c).

3.3. Evaluation of Thermal Cracking Behavior

The propagation behaviors of thermal cracks in AR and LSE processed samples after
different thermal cycles are illustrated in Figure 10. The surface thermal cracks in all
samples grow up gradually both in length and width with the increase of thermal cycles.
For AR sample, plenty of thermal cracks are formed on the surface after 200 thermal cycles.
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These thermal cracks propagate along irregular paths and generate branch cracks after
400 thermal cycles. With the formation of new cracks, the old cracks connect into a crack
network after 600 thermal cycles, as shown in Figure 10a1–a3. The severe thermal crack
network on the surface of AR sample indicates its poor resistance to thermal cracking. In
contrast, the thermal cracks in LSE samples exhibit significant difference in propagation
behavior. For the LSM-2 mm/s sample and LSH-4 mm/s sample, the thermal cracks
formed after 200 thermal cycles are obviously less than that of the AR sample, as shown in
Figure 10b1,c1. Moreover, the thermal cracks propagate in a relatively straight path after
400 thermal cycles in Figure 10b2,c2. The absence of crack intertwining in Figure 10b3,c3
indicates excellent thermal cracking resistance even after 600 thermal cycles. It is obvious
that the number of thermal cracks of LSE-4 mm/s sample is minimum, indicating the
greatest resistance to thermal cracking.
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In order to elucidate the propagation of thermal cracks more clearly, the morphologies
of the thermal cracks in cross section of the samples are observed by EBSD measurement,
and the results are shown in Figure 11. The crack length in the cross section of AR sample
is obviously larger than that of the LSE samples. Moreover, a strain-induced refinement
layer with a thickness of about 13 µm is observed on the surface of AR sample, as shown in
Figure 11a. Similar to the formation of cracks on the worn surface, the nucleation of thermal
crack is also closely related to the plastic deformation accumulated in the surface material.
The accumulation of plastic strain in the surface material promotes the nucleation of thermal
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crack [36,37]. The martensite with high plastic deformation resistance in the laser-modified
layer effectively reduces the plastic strain of the surface material. Therefore, relatively thin
strain-induced refinement layers are observed on the cross sections of LSM-2 mm/s and
LSH-4 mm/s samples, as shown in Figure 11b,c. This is the reason that fewer thermal
cracks are formed on the surface of LSM-2 mm/s and LSH-4 mm/s samples compared
with AR sample.
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In addition, it also can be seen that the thermal cracks in Figure 11 propagate through
the sub-units of the microstructure in all three types of samples, indicating a transgranular
type of cracking. The boundaries in the microstructure are the main obstacles to the crack
propagation for the transgranular type of cracking [38]. More energy will be consumed
when the thermal crack passes through these boundaries. Therefore, it can be deduced that
the increase of boundary density or refinement of microstructure in the laser-modified layer
hinder the thermal crack propagation. Moreover, initial high hardness of the laser-modified
layers can induce a low softening rate during the test [39]. It is also beneficial to hinder
the propagation of thermal cracks. As a conclusion, LSE treatment effectively suppresses
the nucleation and propagation of thermal cracks by producing fine martensite with high
plastic deformation resistance in the surface layer.

4. Conclusions

In this work, LSE is applied to P20 plastic mold steel in order to modify wear resistance
and thermal cracking resistance by controlling the surface microstructure and hardness.
The major conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) LSE treatment with low scanning speed (≤2 mm/s) and high scanning speed (≥3 mm/s)
leads to the surface melting and surface hardening, respectively. LSH treatment with
scanning speed of 4 mm/s exhibits a greater improvement in surface hardness and
plastic deformation resistance than LSM treatment with scanning speed of 2 mm/s.
Lath-type martensite is formed in all the laser-modified layers. However, the precipi-
tation of carbides inside the martensite lath caused by the pronounced autotempering
effect and the vaporization of alloy elements in the melted layer of LSM-2 mm/s sam-
ple gives rise to the relatively low surface hardness and plastic deformation resistance
compared with LSH-4 mm/s sample.

(2) The wear mechanism changes from successive shedding of flakes for P20 substrate
to combination of abrasive and adhesive wear for laser-modified layer. LSE treat-
ment inhibits surface plastic deformation during wear tests, thus suppressing the
generation of surface cracks and the shedding of flakes. A significant improvement
of wear resistance is recorded for the LSE processed sample. However, LSH-4 mm/s
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sample exhibits greater wear resistance due to its higher surface hardness and plastic
deformation resistance in comparison with LSM-2 mm/s sample.

(3) The thermal crack network formed on AR sample indicates a poor thermal cracking
resistance of the AR P20 steel. The thermal cracking resistance of this material is
drastically improved by LSE treatment. For the laser-modified layers, high surface
hardness and plastic deformation resistance suppress the nucleation of thermal cracks,
while the high boundary density hinders the propagation of these cracks.
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